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The *Drosophila* ortholog of the ZC3H14 RNA binding protein acts within neurons to pattern axon projection in the developing brain
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Abstract

The dNab2 polyadenosine RNA binding protein is the *D. melanogaster* ortholog of the vertebrate ZC3H14 protein, which is lost in a form of inherited intellectual disability (ID). Human ZC3H14 can rescue *D. melanogaster* dNab2 mutant phenotypes when expressed in all neurons of the developing nervous system, suggesting that dNab2/ZC3H14 performs well-conserved roles in neurons. However, the cellular and molecular requirements for dNab2/ZC3H14 in the developing nervous system have not been defined in any organism. Here we show that dNab2 is autonomously required within neurons to pattern axon projection from Kenyon neurons into the mushroom bodies, which are required for associative olfactory learning and memory in insects. Mushroom body axons lacking dNab2 project aberrantly across the brain midline and also show evidence of defective branching. Coupled with the prior finding that ZC3H14 is highly expressed in rodent hippocampal neurons, this requirement for dNab2 in mushroom body neurons suggests that dNab2/ZC3H14 has a conserved role in supporting axon projection and branching. Consistent with this idea, loss of dNab2 impairs short-term memory in a courtship conditioning assay. Taken together these results reveal a cell-autonomous requirement for the dNab2 RNA binding protein in mushroom body development and provide a window into potential neurodevelopmental functions of the human ZC3H14 protein.
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Introduction

Nascent RNA transcripts in eukaryotic cells associate with RNA binding proteins that regulate gene expression via effects on splicing, 3'-end cleavage, polyadenylation, export, trafficking, translation and ultimately destruction (McKee and Silver, 2007). The importance of these interactions is underscored by the prevalence of diseases linked to defects in RNA binding proteins (Cooper et al., 2009). The frequency of neurological impairments among these diseases suggests that post-transcriptional regulatory mechanisms are particularly important in neurons. For example, the most common form of inherited intellectual disability, Fragile-X Syndrome, is caused by loss of the Fragile X Mental Retardation Protein (FMRP) RNA binding protein (Santoro et al., 2011).

One key family of proteins that contributes to post-transcriptional regulation interacts with the 3'-polyadenosine (poly(A)) tails of mRNAs in both the nucleus and cytoplasm. These polyadenosine RNA binding proteins (Pabs) modulate transcript export from the nucleus as well as stability and translation in the cytoplasm (Goss and Kleiman, 2013; Wigington et al., 2014). The human PABPN1 protein (called Pabp2 in Drosophila) localizes to the nucleus, enhances poly(A) polymerase activity, and modulates alternative polyadenylation (Banerjee et al., 2013). The most abundant human Pab, cytoplasmic PABPC1 (called Pab1 in Drosophila), enhances translation by bridging an interaction between 3' poly(A) tails and initiation factors at the 5'-mG cap (Charlesworth et al., 2013; Goss and Kleiman, 2013). While these Pab proteins recognize polyadenosine RNA via RNA Recognition Motif (RRM) domains, a recently described Pab protein termed ZC3H14 (Zinc finger CysCysCysHis domain-containing protein 14) does so via zinc finger motifs and thus constitutes a new class of Pab proteins (Kelly et al., 2007; Kelly et al., 2014).

The biological importance of ZC3H14 is highlighted by the recent finding that mutation of the gene encoding ZC3H14 causes an autosomal recessive form of intellectual disability (Pak et al., 2011). Patients homozygous for ZC3H14 loss-of-function mutations have very low IQs ranging from 30–50 compared to the average of 100 (Ropers, 2010), indicating that ZC3H14 plays a critical role in the brain (Pak et al., 2011; Kelly et al., 2012). ZC3H14 [also termed mSut2; (Guthrie et al., 2011)] is expressed highly in the brain and co-localizes with poly(A) mRNA speckles in hippocampal neurons (Pak et al., 2011). Consistent with a critical role for ZC3H14 in the brain, adult Drosophila lacking the ZC3H14 homolog, dNab2, have extended poly(A) tails on a subset of brain mRNAs, impaired motor response in a negative geotaxis assay, and reduced survival that is specifically rescued by neuronal expression of dNab2 or human ZC3H14 (Pak et al., 2011; Kelly, 2013; Kelly et al., 2014).

We have previously found that expression of human ZC3H14 in the developing nervous system rescues multiple defects in dNab2 null flies, including extended poly(A) tails, reduced adult eclosion, and impaired locomotor responses in a negative geotaxis assay (Kelly et al., 2014). These effects of ZC3H14 expression is indicative of a significant level of functional overlap between the Nab2 and ZC3H14 proteins in developing neurons, providing strong justification for the use of Drosophila to model ZC3H14 function. The role of Nab2/ZC3H14 in the developing nervous system has not yet been explored. However, work on Nab2/ZC3H14 in neuronal disease is accelerating and has linked Nab2 homologs to
a Tau-induced model of Alzheimer’s pathology in *C. elegans* and cultured vertebrate cells (Guthrie et al., 2009, 2011). Thus there is significant interest in uncovering the role of the Nab2/ZC3H14 family in both neurodevelopment and disease.

Here we exploit the *Drosophila* model to assess requirements for dNab2 in the developing brain. We find that dNab2 loss disrupts development of the mushroom bodies (MBs), twin neuropil structures required for learning and memory (Heisenberg, 2003). dNab2-deficient MBs develop two highly penetrant defects in axonal development: the first is overgrowth of axons across the brain midline, and the second is a distinct defect in which these same axons apparently fail to branch along developmentally stereotyped paths. These neuronal defects in dNab2 zygotic mutants imply a role for the dNab2 protein in regulating neuronal RNAs within MB neurons. Consistent with this hypothesis, we find dNab2 to be expressed highly in the cell bodies of MB neurons. Complementary RNAi-depletion and single-cell tracing experiments confirm that dNab2 acts within brain neurons to control axon morphology and short-term memory. In sum, these genetic and cellular data reveal a key role for the dNab2 RNA binding protein in supporting developmental axonogenesis in MB neurons. Given the conserved nature of many neurodevelopmental mechanisms, our data provide a potential paradigm for understanding roles of dNab2/ZC3H14 in development and disease.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Drosophila stocks and genetics**

All crosses and stocks were maintained in standard conditions unless otherwise noted. The *dNab2*<sup>ex3</sup> strong loss-of-function mutant and *dNab2*<sup>ex41</sup> precise excision isogenic control stocks were described previously (Pak et al., 2011). The following Gal4 stocks were used to drive expression in various subsets of mushroom body neurons: *c739-Gal4* (α/β lobes; BL #7362), *NP7175-Gal4* (core α/β lobes; DGRC #114120), *201Y-Gal4* (enriched in γ-lobes; BL #4440), *OK107-Gal4* (all MB lobes; BL #854), *c305a-Gal4* (α'/β'-lobes; BL #30829). *C155-Gal4* (all neurons commencing at embryonic stage 12; BL #458) was used to drive expression in all neurons. The following transgenic stocks were used in this study: *UAS-CD8-GFP* (Lee and Luo, 1999) and *UAS-dNab2:Flag* (Pak et al., 2011). Single-cell marking of MB neurons was achieved using the 3R MARCM stock (BL #44408) in combination with *OK107-Gal4* and *dNab2*<sup>ex3</sup>.

**Brain dissections and immunohistochemistry**

Brain dissections and staining were performed as described previously (Wu and Luo, 2006). Briefly, brains of anesthetized animals were dissected in PTN buffer (0.1M NaPO<sub>4</sub>, 0.1% Triton X-100), fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences), and then stained overnight with primary antibodies diluted in PTN. Following several washes, brains were incubated with the appropriate fluorescently conjugated secondary antibody (1:250) in PTN for 3 hours at room temperature, washed in PTN, and then mounted in Vectashield (Vector Labs). The polyclonal antibody recognizing dNab2 has been described previously (Pak et al., 2011) and was preabsorbed on fixed *Drosophila* embryos. The 1D4 anti-FasII hybridoma (1:20) developed by C. Goodman (Grenningloh et al., 1991) was obtained from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB). GFP polyclonal antibody (1:500) was
obtained from Aves Labs. Quantitation of MB phenotypes was performed as described in Michel et al., 2004 (see text for detailed explanation).

**Conditioned Courtship Behavior**

For courtship behavioral training, virgin males of the appropriate genotype were collected between 0 and 6 hours after eclosion and transferred to individual food vials (Ejima and Griffith, 2011). All flies were maintained at 25°C in a 12:12 light:dark cycle at 50% humidity. Behavioral tests were performed in a separate room maintained at 25°C and 50% humidity and illuminated under a constant 130 V white light Kodak Adjustable Safelight Lamp mounted above the courtship chambers. Behavior was digitally recorded using a Sony DCR-SR47 Handycam with Zeiss optics. Subsequent digital video analysis of male courtship behavior was quantified using iMovie software (Apple). The male Courtship Index (CI) was calculated as the total time each male was observed performing courting behavior divided by the total time assayed, as described in (Siegel and Hall, 1979).

Virgin female wildtype (Canton S) flies were collected and kept in vials in groups of 10. Male flies were aged for 3 days prior to behavioral training and testing. All tests were performed during the relative light phase. Five-day old mated Canton S females were used for training. Virgin female Canton S targets used were 4 days old. Male flies were assigned to random groups the day of training, and assays were set up and scored blind. Male flies were transferred without anesthesia to one half of a 15 mm partitioned mating chamber from Aktogen (aktogen.com) that contained a previously mated Canton S female in the other partitioned half. Males were allowed to acclimate for 1 minute, and then the partition between the male and female was removed. Male flies were then trained for 60 minutes. After 60 minutes, male flies were transferred within 2 minutes without anesthesia to one half of a clean partitioned mating chamber that contained a virgin Canton S female in the other partitioned half. The partition was removed and the flies were recorded for 10 minutes. A total of 20 flies were scored for each genotype, both trained and sham. To determine significance among individuals of the same genotype for the learning phase of this assay, a two-tailed paired t-test was performed. A two-tailed unpaired t-test was performed to determine significant differences between sham and untrained male flies of the same genotype.

**Statistics**

All statistical analyses were performed in IBM SPSS statistics, version 22.0.0.0. To determine whether there was a significant difference in the number of brains displaying β-lobe fusion defects in the rescue experiment shown in Figure 5, all categories of fusion were collapsed in a single ‘fusion’ category and the total number of brains in this fusion category was compared to the number of brains showing no fusion using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test.
Results

dNab2 loss disrupts structure of the mushroom bodies

To begin to assess the neurodevelopmental functions of proteins in the ZCH14 family, we
exploited our Drosophila dNab2 model (Pak et al., 2011; Kelly et al., 2014). As ZC3H14 is
highly expressed in hippocampal neurons and patients with loss of function mutations in this
gene show cognitive defects (Pak et al., 2011), these analyses focused on the mushroom
bodies (MBs) due to their roles in specific forms of learning and memory (Heisenberg,
2003). As shown in Fig. 1A, each mushroom body (MB) is divided into α/α’, β/β’ and γ-
lobes composed of bundled axons that project from a dorsally located group of ~2000
Kenyon cells, with later growing axons following a path through the central core of earlier
pioneer axons (Armstrong et al., 1998; Lee et al., 1999). The β/β’ branches and γ lobes
project medially toward the ellipsoid and fan-shaped bodies of the midbrain, while the α/α’
branches project dorsally. The neuronal adhesion protein Fasciclin-II (FasII) is enriched on
α and β axon branches and to a lesser extent on the γ lobes and regions of the Drosophila
central complex (Crittenden et al., 1998; Fushima and Tsujimura, 2007) and was thus used
as a marker to assess the effect of dNab2 loss on MB structure. This analysis used dNab2^{ex3}
and pex41 homozygous null flies, which contain an RNA and protein null deletion of the
dNab2 gene caused by imprecise excision of a nearby P-element that removes the transcripational start
site and approximately half of the coding sequence (Pak et al., 2011), and control precise
excision dNab2^{pex41} homozygotes (Fig. 1A, B). The pex41 allele was generated by a precise
excision of the original P-element found in stock EY08422 that was used to generate the
dNab2^{ex3} allele (Pak et al., 2011).

Serial optical sectioning of FasII-stained dNab2^{ex3} brains reveals thinned or missing MB α
and β lobes (arrows in 1B) and overgrowth of β lobes across the midline of the brain
(asterisks in 1B). By contrast, loss of dNab2 has no discernable effect on the structure of the
MB γ lobes. We also noted subtle defects in the pattern of FasII staining of the ellipsoid
body (EB) in dNab2^{ex3} homozygous null brains and those with dNab2 depleted from
neurons using an RNAi transgene co-expressed with the Dicer2 protein (elav-Gal4/Y;UAS-
dNab2^{RNAi}) (Supplemental Fig. S1). Ellipsoid body neurons normally project axons
medially towards the midline and eventually form a closed ring structure (Zheng et al.,
2006). dNab2^{ex3} homozygous null brains and dNab2-RNAi depleted neurons lack this
completely closed ring structure and leave an opening along the ventral side of the ring (Fig.
S1). Thus, dNab2 loss affects the morphological development of a subset of structures
within the brain, with a particularly discernable effect on the MB α and β lobes.

The effect of dNab2 loss on β-lobe development was quantitated according to the parameters
used by Michel et al (2004) for analysis of MB defects in adult brains lacking the
Drosophila Fragile-X protein, dFmr1. Briefly, extreme fusion was defined as a FasII
positive neuron bundle crossing the midline that was of equal or greater thickness than the
adjacent β lobes; moderate fusion was defined as a substantial FasII-positive fiber bundle
crossing the midline that was less than the width of the β lobes; mild fusion was defined as a
thin strand of FasII-positive fibers crossing the midline. β-lobe crossing in dNab2^{ex3}
and pex41 homozygous null brains is often symmetric, but in some cases only one β-lobe crosses the
midline; this phenotype is more apparent when the contralateral lobe is missing (e.g. the dNab2 mutant brain in middle panel Fig. 1B). By these scoring criteria, β-lobe defects occur in slightly more than 80% of dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3} homozygous brains while α-lobe defects occur in approximately 65% of dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3} homozygous brains. Each of these lobe defects occurs in less than 10% of control (i.e. dNab2\textsuperscript{pex41}) brains (Fig. 1C,D). More than half of dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3} homozygous null brains with β-lobe fusion fall into the ‘severe’ class (approximately 45% of all brains), and in all cases tested, single transverse optical sections confirm that opposing β-lobes in this group are merged at the midline (Fig. 1B, midline).

The FasII antigen marks bundled groups of axons and thus does not provide sufficient resolution to track the path of single axons or subsets of axons within the MBs. To more directly examine axon projection patterns, specific subsets of dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3} homozygous null or control dNab2\textsuperscript{pex41} MB neurons were marked by Gal4/UAS-driven expression (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) of a membrane-tethered fluorescent protein CD8-GFP (Fig. 2). This technique illuminates the axon projection paths of the marked neurons. Two Gal4 transgenes were used for this analysis: c739-Gal4, which marks MB α/β neurons, and NP7175-Gal4, which is expressed in adults in approximately 45–70 late-born Kenyon neurons whose axons track through the central core of the α/β lobes (Aso et al., 2009). In control brains, GFP-positive α and β axons (c739>CD8-GFP) substantially overlap with the region of FasII expression in the dorsally projecting α-lobes and medially projecting β-lobes. Importantly, all control β-lobes examined (c739>CD8-GFP; n=4) terminate appropriately short of the brain midline (Fig. 2A and Fig. 2C). By contrast, one-third of dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3} homozygous null brains examined (n=3) contain GFP-positive β-lobe neurons (c739>CD8-GFP) that project contralaterally across the brain midline (arrows, Fig. 2A and Fig. 2C). Similarly, all control (Nab2\textsuperscript{pex41}) brains examined (n=8) contain GFP-positive core β-lobe axons (NP7175>CD8-GFP) that terminate at the midline while ~80% of homozygous dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3} brains (n=6) contain core β-lobe axons that cross the midline (Fig. 2B and Fig. 2C). dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3} null flies expressing CD8-GFP in all α/β mushroom body neurons (c739>CD8-GFP) or in just the core α/β mushroom body neurons (NP7175>CD8-GFP) also have a dramatically increased rate of missing α or β lobes (75% and 100%, respectively) (Fig. 2C). Thinned FasII-positive α-lobes in dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3} homozygous null brains often lack NP7175-expressing core axons, as revealed by the lack of CD8-GFP fluorescence in merged projections of FasII-positive α-lobes in the NP7175>CD8-GFP background (white asterisk, Fig. 2B). As NP7175 is expressed in late-born Kenyon neurons (Aso et al., 2009; Shin and DiAntonio, 2011), these data suggest that dNab2 loss could impair both projection and branching of developing MB axons.

The FasII and Gal4 techniques label groups of cells but do not provide conclusive, single-cell resolution of the effects of Nab2 loss on axonal morphology. To carry out fine-scale analysis of individual Kenyon cells in either control dNab2\textsuperscript{pex41} brains or dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3} null brains, a membrane bound CD8-GFP marker was used in combination with a MB-specific MARCM system (using the MB driver OK107-GAL4) which allows visualization of one or a few axons within intact MB lobes (Lee and Luo, 2001; Yu et al., 2009; Shin and DiAntonio, 2011). Individual β-lobe axons in dNab2\textsuperscript{pex4} control brains project medially but arrest short of the brain midline (Fig. 2D, arrow in left panel). By contrast, individual β-lobe axons in...
\(dNab2^{ex3}\) homozygous null brains project medially but fail to stop, forming a meshed network of axons across the brain midline (Fig. 2D, arrow in right panel). This MARCM data is consistent with the \(\alpha/\beta\) lobe core driver (\(c739\) and \(NP7175\) respectively) data and strongly support a model in which dNab2 is required for proper projection and branching patterns among developing MB axons.

**dNab2 is a cell-autonomous regulator of axon branching and growth**

Although the dNab2 protein is expressed in all cell types examined throughout the organism, the viability, locomotor, and wing-posture phenotypes that occur in \(dNab2^{ex3}\) homozygotes can be rescued by pan-neuronal re-expression of wildtype dNab2 protein (Pak et al., 2011; Kelly et al., 2014). The MB defects in \(dNab2^{ex3}\) homozygous null adults suggest a similar autonomous requirement for dNab2 within Kenyon cells. To examine dNab2 expression in the cell bodies of adult Kenyon cells, the plasma membranes of control \(dNab2^{pex41}\) and mutant \(dNab2^{ex3}\) homozygous MB neurons were marked by expression of a membrane-tethered GFP driven by the \(201Y\)-Gal4 driver (\(201Y>CD8\)-GFP) and co-stained with the anti-dNab2 polyclonal antibody (Pak et al., 2011). In the adult, the \(201Y\) driver labels \(\gamma\) neurons and core neurons of the \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) lobes (Aso et al., 2009). dNab2 protein is readily detected in both \(201Y\)-positive and \(201Y\)-negative cells within cell bodies of control \(dNab2^{pex41}\) Kenyon cell clusters (Fig. 3A, top panels; see asterisk). The intensity of the dNab2 signal in these cells is not uniform across the plane of section, suggesting that there may be differences in dNab2 protein levels between adult Kenyon cell subgroups. Within each Kenyon cell, dNab2 localizes primarily to the nucleus in foci reminiscent of nuclear speckles (Fig. 3A, zoom), which resembles the localization of the dNab2 ortholog ZC3H14 in adult mouse hippocampal neurons and cultured mammalian cells (Leung et al., 2009; Guthrie et al., 2011; Pak et al., 2011). Importantly, anti-dNab2 fluorescence signal is largely eliminated in \(dNab2^{ex3}\) homozygous adult Kenyon cells (Fig. 3A, bottom panels). The low level of residual staining in \(dNab2^{ex3}\) MB cells is likely due to background reactivity of the anti-dNab2 sera (Pak et al., 2011). These fluorescence data confirm that dNab2 is highly expressed in Kenyon neurons and is absent in \(dNab2^{ex3}\) null adult \(\alpha/\beta\) neurons. However, as \(\alpha/\beta\) lobes begin to develop in the pupal stage (~12 hours after pupal formation, APF), we also sought to test whether dNab2 is expressed in pupal Kenyon cells as they extend \(\alpha/\beta\) axons towards the midline. Brains from 24 hour pupae in which MB cells were marked by CD8-GFP driven by the \(OK107-Gal4\) driver (Lee et al., 1999) were stained with the dNab2 antiserum (Pak et al., 2011). As shown in Figure 3B, dNab2 is expressed widely in the 24 hour pupal brain, including in the cell bodies of CD8-GFP+ developing mushroom body neurons, which is consistent with dNab2 playing a role in MB development.

The broad expression of dNab2 in the pupal brain suggests that dNab2 could act in other cell types to non-autonomously control aspects of Kenyon cell pathfinding. To assess the role of dNab2 within specific groups of mushroom body neurons, we exploited the Gal4/UAS system in combination with a dNab2 RNA-interference transgene (\(UAS-dNab2^{RNAi}\)) (Pak et al., 2011) to knockdown dNab2 expression in the developing brain. To assess the efficiency of dNab2 knockdown, dNab2 mRNA transcript levels were examined by quantitative real-time PCR on samples isolated from heads of adult flies with dNab2 knocked down in all neurons (\(elav-Gal4, UAS-dNab2^{RNAi}\)) (Fig. 4C). Levels of dNab2 mRNA in these samples...
were decreased relative to \(dNab^\text{ex3}\) controls but less so than in \(dNab^\text{ex3}\) homozygous null heads, consistent with the RNA-null nature of the \(ex^3\) allele (Pak et al., 2011). Inclusion of a \(UAS\)-\(dicer2\) transgene in combination with the \(UAS\)-\(dNab2\)-RNAi transgene (\(elav\)-\(Gal4\), \(UAS\)-\(dNab2\)-RNAi; \(UAS\)-\(dcr2\)) significantly enhanced knockdown efficiency, but did not lower \(dNab2\) expression to the level observed in \(dNab2^\text{ex3}\) homozygous null heads, which is consistent with \(dNab2\) being widely expressed in neuronal and non-neuronal cells (Pak et al., 2011). Neuronal expression of \(Dcr2\) alone (\(elav\)-\(Gal4\), \(UAS\)-\(dcr2\)) also significantly lowered levels of \(dNab2\) mRNA in adult heads (Fig. 4C), although not to the level achieved with the \(dNab2\) RNAi transgene, suggesting that \(dNab2\) levels may be regulated by a \(Dcr2\)-dependent mechanism \textit{in vivo}.

Pan-neuronal depletion of \(dNab2\) led to an increase in MB defects relative to the control pan-neuronal expression of \(Dcr2\) alone (\(elav\)-\(Gal4\), \(UAS\)-\(dcr2\), \(UAS\)-\(dNab2\)-RNAi; \(UAS\)-\(dcr2\)) (Figs. 4A, B), which resemble those seen in \(dNab2^\text{ex3}\) null brains. These defects include thinned or absent \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\)-lobes, and variable degrees of \(\beta\)-lobe fusion (see magnified insets in Fig. 4A). In females, \(elav\)-\(Gal4\), \(UAS\)-\(dcr2\), \(UAS\)-\(dNab2\)-RNAi \(\beta\)-lobe phenotypes vary from unafected, to ‘mild’ (white arrow in bottom inset of Fig. 4A) or ‘severe’ fusion (Michel et al., 2004), while males show a mixture of complete fusion and an intermediate defect in which the \(\beta\)-lobes are very closely apposed over the brain midline (Fig. 4A). Overall, the percentage of \(elav\)-\(Gal4\), \(UAS\)-\(dcr2\), \(UAS\)-\(dNab2\)-RNAi males and females showing fused \(\beta\) lobes, thinned \(\alpha/\beta\) lobes, or completely missing lobes is 73% and 65%, respectively (Fig. 4B). The enhanced frequency of MB defects in \(dNab2\)-depleted males could be due to sex-specific differences in transgene expression (e.g. dosage compensation) and consistent with this hypothesis, approximately 20% of males overexpressing \(Dcr2\) alone (\(elav\)-\(dcr2\)) show \(\alpha/\beta\) lobe defects while no females show this effect (Fig. 4B). These data are consistent with enhanced transgene expression in males and further suggest that a \(Dcr2\)-dependent micro-RNA might play a role in MB development [e.g. \(let-7\); (Wu et al., 2012)] that is independent of \(dNab2\).

To more precisely characterize the spatial and temporal requirement for \(dNab2\) within subsets of developing MB neurons, a \(UAS\)-\(dNab2\) transgene was used in combination with Gal4 drivers to rescue the \(\alpha/\beta\)-lobe axon defects in \(dNab2^\text{ex3}\) null brains. Representative examples of each genotype are shown in Figure 5. Re-expression of \(dNab2\) in all neurons (\(elav\)-\(Gal4\)) (Fig. 5A, right panel) significantly rescued \(\beta\)-lobe fusion defects in a majority of \(dNab2^\text{ex3}\) null brains (Mann-Whitney test, \(p<0.05\)); the \(elav\)-\(Gal4\) driver alone had no effect on \(\beta\)-lobe defects in \(dNab2^\text{ex3}\) null brains (Fig. 5A, left panel; penetrance \(\sim 75\%\), \(n=8\)). Importantly, \(dNab2\) re-expression from the pan-MB driver \(OK107\) (Aso et al., 2009) also significantly rescued the \(dNab2^\text{ex3}\) null \(\beta\)-lobe fusion defect; while 87.5% of \(dNab2^\text{ex3}\) homozygous null flies containing just the \(OK107\)-\(Gal4\) driver alone (\(n=8\)) showed extreme, moderate, or slight fusion defects, only 25% of flies re-expressing \(dNab2\) (\(n=16\)) in all mushroom body neurons (\(OK107>dNab2\)) showed some level of \(\beta\)-lobe fusion (Fig. 5B, right panel; Mann-Whitney test, \(p<0.05\)). Gal4 transgenes with enriched expression in either the adult \(\gamma\)-lobe (\(201Y\)) or the \(\alpha/\beta\)'-lobes (\(c305a\)) (Aso et al., 2009) were also used in conjunction with the \(UAS\)-\(dNab2\) transgene. Neither of these genotypes conferred significant rescue of the \(dNab2\) mutant MB structural defects as assessed by FasII staining (Mann-
Whitney test, p>0.05), Fig. 5C,D). The c739-Gal4 driver, which is expressed mainly in the α/β-lobe neurons (Aso et al., 2009), produced an observable but not significant degree of rescue to the β-lobe fusion defect (Fig. 5E) when in combination with the UAS-dNab2 transgene (Mann-Whitney test, p=0.226, c739>dNab2 [n=18] vs. c739 alone [n=10]). In sum, these RNAi and Gal4 rescue experiments support a model in which the dNab2 RNA binding protein is required cell-autonomously within Kenyon cells to control the branching and projection of their axons into the α and β lobes.

dNab2 loss impairs short-term memory

dNab2 is the fly ortholog of a protein, ZC3H14, which is lost in an inherited form of human intellectual disability (Pak et al., 2011; Kelly et al., 2014). To extend our analysis of dNab2 function, we tested whether dNab2 is required for proper cognitive function in adult flies. To assess the pan-neuronal requirement for dNab2 in supporting cognitive behavior, a courtship-conditioning assay (Ejima and Griffith, 2011) was used to test the effect of pan-neuronal dNab2 loss on learning and short-term memory (Fig. 6). Briefly, in this assay individual adult male flies are placed in courtship chambers with single mated wildtype adult females for one hour. The amount of time each male engages in courtship activity during the first and last ten minutes of this “training session” is recorded and analyzed in order to derive a courtship index (CI). Previously mated females reject courtship advances of males, whose consequent decrease in CI between the first and last 10 minutes indicates learning. The durability of this CI suppression is indicative of memory.

Three separate genotypes were tested in the courtship conditioning assay: the pan-neuronal driver alone (elav-Gal4/Y), the dNab2 RNAi transgene alone (+/Y;UAS-dNab2RNAi/+), or combined driver and RNAi (elav-Gal4/Y;UAS-dNab2RNAi/+). We omitted the UAS-dcr2 transgene from these experiments due to its independent effects on dNab2 levels (see Fig. 4C). All three test groups show statistically significant suppression of CI across the training period (Fig. 6A), indicating that they are able to learn and adapt their behaviors to a continuous training regimen. Following the conditioning period, trained males (Trained) were transferred to a new courtship chamber containing a single virgin female to measure the durability of the learned CI suppression. Untrained flies (Sham) were included in this assay as negative controls. While Sham males display robust courtship of virgin females, control Trained males (elav-Gal4 or UAS-dNab2RNAi alone) maintained suppressed CI values, indicative of intact short-term memory. By contrast, the CI value of Trained males with pan-neuronal depletion of dNab2 (elav-Gal4>dNab2RNAi) was comparable to that of Sham trained flies (Fig. 6B). This difference is not due to a difference in motor activity as Nab2-depleted (elav-Gal4>dNab2RNAi) and control (elav-Gal4) adult males show similar frequencies of beam breaks per waking minute over the course of a 24-hour period in a Trikinetics Drosophila activity monitor (independent t-test, p=0.682; Fig. S2). These behavioral data are consistent with the hypothesis that the dNab2 polyadenosine RNA binding protein regulates pathways involved in short-term memory in addition to its role in axon branching and guidance.
Discussion

Here we present an analysis of the cellular and cognitive requirements for the Drosophila polyadenosine RNA binding protein dNab2, an ortholog of the ZC3H14 protein lost in an inherited intellectual disability (Pak et al., 2011), in brain development. The data show that dNab2 is required for proper development of the mushroom bodies, a brain region that supports learning and memory (Armstrong et al., 1998), and that this defect is due to a cell-autonomous role for dNab2 within subsets of mushroom body neurons. Furthermore, evidence also shows that pan-neuronal knockdown of dNab2 results in a defect in short-term memory, possibly paralleling cognitive defects produced by ZC3H14 loss in humans.

The analysis of dNab2 reveals a number of parallels to another RNA binding protein, dFmr1, which is also an ortholog of a protein lost in heritable intellectual disability, FMRP. As with ZC3H14, FMRP is a ubiquitously expressed protein whose loss leads to defects in brain function (reviewed in Santoro et al., 2011). Strikingly, dFmr1 mutant flies show adult MB defects very similar to those described here for dNab2 mutant flies, including thinned/missing α lobes and fused β lobes (Michel et al., 2004). Human and Drosophila FMRP/dFmr1 are well-established translational repressors (Laggerbauer et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2001; Ishizuka et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2014), and while the precise molecular role of ZC3H14 and dNab2 have yet to be determined, the role of these proteins in limiting poly(A) tail length (Pak et al., 2011; Kelly et al., 2014) suggests that they could impact the fate of mRNAs in the cytoplasm, perhaps via effects upstream of translation. Finally, the dNab2 ortholog ZC3H14 is highly expressed in hippocampal neurons (Pak et al., 2011), which are also an important site of FMRP action (reviewed in Santoro et al., 2011). These similarities between dNab2/ZC3H14 and dFmr1/FMRP are suggestive of potential links between these RNA binding proteins that warrant further investigation.

Given its proposed molecular role as a Pab, dNab2 is likely to support neurodevelopment and memory via effects on the stability and/or translation of neuronal mRNAs. These roles could be linked such that defects in regulation of mRNAs supporting axon projection lead to corresponding defects in memory circuits. Alternatively these phenotypes could reflect a requirement for dNab2 in regulating distinct pools of mRNAs involved in each process. Our observations that neuronal RNAi-mediated depletion of dNab2 elicits penetrant effects on locomotor behavior (Pak et al., 2011) and short-term memory (this study), but comparatively mild effects on α/β-lobe structure (approximately 65% of brains affected), suggests these two phenotypes could stem from effects in different cells and perhaps different target mRNAs. Indeed some proteins required for courtship memory act in γ-lobe neurons (Keleman et al., 2012) whose structure is unaffected by dNab2 loss, while other proteins are only required in the α/β-lobes (Ishimoto et al., 2013). Future studies will need to define dNab2 target mRNAs in groups of brain neurons and assess their roles in axon projection and STM phenotypes that arise upon dNab2 loss.

The mRNAs responsible for axonal defects in dNab2 mutant Kenyon cells whose projections the α/β MB lobes are as yet undefined. Although dNab2 is localized to the nucleus at steady-state, the budding yeast Nab2 protein shuttles between the cytoplasm and nucleus, presenting the possibility that dNab2 could impact RNA regulatory processes beyond...
nuclear processing. Studies have implicated a diverse set of molecules in MB development, including the cell-cell adhesion proteins N-cadherin (Zhu and Luo, 2004), Down-syndrome cell adhesion molecule (Dscam) (Wang et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2004; Zhan et al., 2004), and L1CAM (Goossens et al., 2011), as well as signaling cascades from Ephrin (Boyle et al., 2006) and Wingless/Wnt signals (Grillenzoni et al., 2007; Shimizu et al., 2011; Ng, 2012), providing a number of candidate pathways. Coordinated control of these signals during axon outgrowth, bifurcation, and synapse formation likely requires precise temporal and spatial control of mRNA stability, transport, and translation. The dNab2/ZC3H14 Pab restricts poly(A) tail length in vivo (Pak et al., 2011; Kelly et al., 2014). Thus, the required role in MB axon development could stem from effects on one or more transcript(s) involved in axonal projection and branching. Identifying these target RNAs will require functional assays that define dNab2-regulated transcripts in neurons and physical interaction screens that recover transcripts bound by dNab2. The identity of these transcripts will provide important clues as to how dNab2 influences cellular processes in the fly brain. However, equally important will be determining the fate of these RNAs once bound by dNab2, and testing whether dNab2 primarily influences neuronal gene expression by controlling the nuclear export, stability, transport, or translation of cytoplasmic RNAs, even if its role is primarily restricted to controlling poly(A) tail length in the nucleus. This combined analysis of dNab2 targets and how each is regulated by dNab2 will likely shed considerable light on the role of the dNab2/ZC3H14 protein family in brain development and function.
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Figure 1. dNab2 is required for proper development of the Drosophila mushroom body neurons

A, Diagram of the adult Drosophila mushroom body lobes depicting the axons of the medially projecting gamma (γ) neurons (green), the vertical alpha (α) and alpha prime (α′) neurons, and the medially projecting beta (β) and beta-prime (β′) neurons. B, Fasciclin II (FasII) antibody staining of three control (dNab2<sup>pex41</sup>) brains or three dNab2 null (dNab2<sup>ex3</sup>) brains. Maximum intensity Z-stack projections (projection) as well as single 1.5 µm sections in the transverse plane of the β-lobes are shown. β-lobes of control brains rarely cross the mid-line and these brains have well-formed α-lobes, while dNab2<sup>ex3</sup> null brains have β-lobes that often project to the contralateral hemisphere and appear to fuse (black asterisks) or have missing α or β lobes (white arrows). C, Quantification of the frequency of the dNab2<sup>ex3</sup> null β-lobe defect according to the scoring system described in the text (defined by Michel et al. (2004)). D, Quantification of the frequency the dNab2<sup>ex3</sup> null α-lobe defect for missing or thinned lobes.
Figure 2. Loss of dNab2 disrupts the morphology of Drosophila mushroom body neurons

UAS-CD8-GFP (green) was used in combination with cell-type specific Gal4 drivers to mark either all α/β neurons (A; c739) or “core” α/β neurons (B; NP7175) of the MBs in dNab2\textsubscript{pex41} control or dNab2\textsubscript{ex3} null brains. Brains are co-stained with FasII (magenta) to mark of the α/β lobes. Control β-lobes terminate at the brain midline but lobes from dNab2\textsubscript{ex3} null brains overextend into the contralateral hemisphere (white arrows). α-lobe core axons are often absent in dNab2\textsubscript{ex3} null brains (white asterisk). Genotypes shown are:

(A) C739-Gal4/UAS-CD8-GFP;+/+ or C739-Gal4/UAS-CD8-GFP; dNab2\textsubscript{ex3}/dNab2\textsubscript{ex3} and

(B) NP7175-Gal4/Y; UAS-CD8-GFP/++; +/+ or NP7175-Gal4/Y; UAS-CD8-GFP/++;
\( dNab^{ex3}/dNab^{ex3} \). C. Quantification of the frequency of the \( \beta \)-lobe midline fusion defects (top) and the missing \( \alpha \)- or \( \beta \)-lobe defects observed in A and B. Phenotypes were scored according to the criteria outlined in (Michel et al., 2004). Mushroom body \( \beta \) lobes show ‘extreme fusion’ when lobes cross the midline with similar or increased thickness to the rest of the \( \beta \)-lobe (white arrows in A and B). Brains showing thin \( \beta \)-lobes crossing the midline in comparison to the thickness of \( \beta \)-lobes of either side of the midline are scored as having ‘slight fusion.’ D, MARCM analysis of individual neurons (green) in \( dNab2 \) control and \( dNab^{ex3} \) null brains co-stained with FasII (magenta). Wildtype \( \beta \)-axons terminate at the midline but Nab2 mutant axons project to the contralateral side (white arrows). Insets show a magnified regions of the midline in each genotype. Control genotype: \( hsFLP/+;FRTG13,UAS-CD8-GFP/FRTG13,\ tubulin-GAL80;\ dNab^{pex41}/dNab^{pex41};OK107-Gal4/+ \). Mutant genotype: \( hsFLP/+;FRTG13,UAS-CD8-GFP/FRTG13,\ tubulin-GAL80;\ dNab^{ex3}/dNab^{ex3};OK107-Gal4/+ \).
Figure 3. dNab2 is expressed in the cell bodies of adult and pupa mushroom body neurons

A. Anti-dNab2 staining (magenta) in Kenyon cells labeled by 201Y-driven expression of UAS-CD8-GFP (green) in wildtype or dNab2ex3 homozygous null flies. dNab2 is readily detected in wildtype Kenyon cell bodies (top panels) but absent in Kenyon cells from dNab2ex3 homozygous null flies (bottom panels). B. dNab2 staining in pupal brains 24 hours after pupal formation (24APF). All MB lobes ($\gamma$, $\alpha'$/$\beta'$, and $\alpha$/\$\beta$) are present at this time point (Lee et al., 1999) and are labeled by OK107-GAL4 driven expression of UAS-CD8-...
GFP. dNab2 is present (white overlap in the merged image) in the cell bodies of mushroom body neurons during pupal development.
Figure 4. dNab2 is required in neurons for mushroom body development

A. Merged projections (projection) and single 1.5 µm transverse slices (midline) of FasII-positive α/β-lobes of Dcr2 control flies (top, genotype: elav-Gal4/+ or Y; UAS-dcr2/+ or Y; UAS-dcr2/UAS-dNab2RNAi). dNab2-depleted neurons show evidence of mushroom body fusion (arrow).

B. Quantification of missing/thin α-lobes or missing/over-extending β-lobes as observed in A (Dcr2 alone: males n=20, females n=14; Dcr2+dNab2-RNAi: males n=15, females n=14). All flies contain elav-Gal4>UAS-Dcr2.

C. qPCR analysis of dNab2 levels in...
the indicated genotypes (as in A). Data represents an average of three biological replicates of ~50 adult fly heads for each genotype. Precise excision control \((dNab2^{pex41}/dNab2^{pex41})\) flies and \(dNab2^{ex3}\) homozygous null flies \((dNab2^{ex3}/dNab2^{ex3})\) were used as positive and negative controls, respectively. Statistical significance values via two-tailed independent t-test are shown between indicated samples.
Figure 5. Mushroom body-specific expression of dNab2 rescues the β-lobe morphology defects in dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3} homozygous null mushroom bodies

Representative images of anti-FasII staining of dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3} homozygous null brains expressing a suite of Gal4 drivers with or without a UAS-dNab2 transgene. The following Gal4 drivers were used: (A) the pan-neuronal driver elav-Gal4 (genotype: elav-Gal4/++;dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3}/dNab2\textsuperscript{null}, n=8, or elav-Gal4/UAS-dNab2++; dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3}/dNab2\textsuperscript{null}, n=11); (B) the pan-MB driver OK107-Gal4 (genotype: dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3}/dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3};OK107-Gal4/+, n=8, or UAS-dNab2/++;dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3}/dNab2\textsuperscript{ex3};OK107-Gal4/+, n=16); (C) the γ-lobe driver 201Y-Gal4
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(genotype: 201Y-Gal4/+; dNab2<sup>ex3</sup>/dNab2<sup>ex3</sup>, n=4, or UAS-dNab2/+; 201Y-Gal4/+; dNab2<sup>ex3</sup>/dNab2<sup>ex3</sup>, n=6); (D) the α'/β'-lobe driver c305a-Gal4 (genotype: c305a-Gal4/+; dNab2<sup>ex3</sup>/dNab2<sup>ex3</sup>, n=12, or UAS-dNab2/+; c305a-Gal4/+; dNab2<sup>ex3</sup>/dNab2<sup>ex3</sup>, n=10); or (E) the α/β-lobe c739-Gal4 driver (genotype: c739-Gal4/+; dNab2<sup>ex3</sup>/dNab2<sup>ex3</sup>, n=10, or UAS-dNab2/+; c739-Gal4/+; dNab2<sup>ex3</sup>/dNab2<sup>ex3</sup>, n=18). (F) Quantification of the frequency of β-lobe fusion defects according to the scoring system used in Michel et al. (2004). Note that re-expression of dNab2 in all neurons (Mann-Whitney U=80, p<0.05) or in all mushroom body neurons (Mann-Whitney U=104, p<0.05) significantly rescued the dNab2<sup>ex3</sup> homozygous null β-neuron midline fusion phenotype.
Figure 6. dNab2 is required for short-term memory

Courtship indices among two-day old males of the indicated genotypes during the training/learning phase (A) or the retesting/memory phase (B) of the courtship conditioning assay. While Trained males carrying the Gal4 driver or RNAi cassette alone show robust CI suppression in the retesting phase, flies with dNab2 knockdown specifically in neurons (UAS-dNab2RNAi+neuronal-Gal4) showed no significant CI suppression upon retesting and were indistinguishable from mock treated controls. For each genotype, n=20. Statistical significance determined by two-tailed t-test.